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UV Neon Kit 
Information Sheet 

Little Glampers takes the safety of our Little Glampers very seriously. We take great care and time to 
ensure we source and use only the best quality products we can find.  

The Paintglow Neon UV Face and Body Paint Kit, Paintglow UV Lipstick, Hair Chalk and Nail Polish 
included in our UV Neon Kit have been purchased directly from PaintGlow to guarantee authenticity. 
PaintGlow are an innovative cosmetics manufacturer based in the heart of the Lake District England. 
They have created and developed some of the World's most popular UV paint products, such as UV 
Face Paint (wax-based), UV body paint, UV hair gel and UV hair colour streaks along with our glow in 
the dark face and body paints. All of their products are made in the UK, NOT tested on animals and 
are cosmetically certified. 

 

PaintGlow Neon UV Face and Body Paint Kit (GS05) 

A great kit of 6 UV face and body paints complete with mixing palette, a brush, a sponge, a UV 

torch, and a handy tutorial guide. These cosmetically certified paints are kind and gentle on the 

skin whilst still offering highly pigmented vibrant colour. They are easy to apply with no need to 

mix with water; they are quick drying and long lasting and simply wash off with soap and water. 

Fantastic for festivals, clubbing and UV glow parties, this kit contains one each of red, blue, 

yellow, pink, green and orange paints. 

 Kind and gentle to the skin 
 Quick drying and long lasting 
 Neon intense colours 
 Glows brightly under UV light 
 Contents: 6 x 13ml paints, paintbrush, sponge, UV light, mixing palette, tutorial guide. 

UV Hair Chalk 

Embrace the UV hair trend and colour your hair with vibrant neon colour that fluoresces under 

UV blacklight! UV reactive hair chalk gently coats your hair with powder colour; use the sponge 

applicator to apply, set with hairspray and enjoy the wildest party looks that will glow in UV 

party lighting! The ideal way to get temporary colour, UV hair chalk will wash out the morning 

after.  

 UV reactive hair chalk (at least 1 chalk will be included in your kit) 
 Temporary colour; washes out with your normal shampoo 
 Choose from hot neon pink, orange, green, yellow or blue 
 UV reactive; fluoresces under UV blacklight 
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 Easy to apply 
 Set with hairspray 

Paintglow UV Lipstick 
Perfect your pout with lips that shine and fluoresce under UV blacklight! Get the look in hot neon 
colour with vibrant lips that are the ultimate accessory to your party outfit. Available in seven neon 
colours, this UV reactive lipstick looks super bright in the light and fluoresces under UV blacklight for 
a look that glows! 

 UV reactive lipstick 
 Available in 7 neon colours; orange, pink, red, green, purple, yellow and blue (1 colour will 

be included in your kit) 
 Fluoresce under UV blacklight 

Paint Glow UV Nail Polish 

Let your fingers do the talking with striking nails coloured with the brightest neon nail polish 
ever! Available in neon yellow, green, pink, orange or blue, this high quality nail polish is striking 
in the light and better still, fluoresces under UV blacklight for a stunning glow! Accessorise your 
party looks with the brightest neon nails and get the glow under UV light! 


